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„Research data (RD) refers to the results of observations or
experiments that validate research findings” [1]. Scientists are
encouraged to publish research datasets (RDP) together with
relevant meta information in a FAIR way so that others can find
and reuse them also in an interdisciplinary context.

Figure 1: Preliminary survey among 24 early-career researchers on RDP [2]

• (Early Career) Researchers are not necessarily aware of existing
RDM (metadata) standards

• Motivation to complete extensive submission forms limited

• Descriptions often unstructured, general and not context-aware
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BIRD: a Bot-based Interface for Research Descriptions
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Multiple existing standards for describing research datasets

• DCAT-AP

• DataCite / OpenAIRE Guidelines

• Schema.org/Dataset

Input UIs to create such a metadata description still quite static

• Submission interfaces in RDM applications

• DataCite Metadata Generator

• Schema.org Markup Generator

OBJECTIVES

OBJ1: Chatbot dialog - based user interaction

OBJ2: Collection of descriptive research meta data

OBJ3: Adaptive conversation progress

OBJ4: Possibility for additions and changes

OBJ5: Structured, platform-independent result export

BIRD uses a conversational user interface to facilitate the
creation of FAIR research data meta descriptions with a focus on
descriptive metadata decoupled from a particular application.

It demonstrates different user interaction scenarios exemplarily
based on the Rasa framework, the OpenAIRE/DataCite class and
property definitions and provides a structured XML metadata
download functionality.

To foster the interdisciplinary publication and discovery of
research data, tools with a better user interface experience have
to be developed that allow a natural and effective provision of
structured, relevant information with limited prior knowledge..

The BIRD prototype shifts away from traditional forms and allows
a dialog-based textural or even lingual metadata collection [3].

After deployment, it is going to be assessed in a real-world usage
scenario. The main focus is then on incorporating taxonomical
persistent semantic concept identifiers for common research
characteristics and to improve the adaptive dialog behavior.

BIRD prototype:   https://www.pirol-data.de/bird
Git Repository:    https://purl.org/net/vsr/bird

The implementation of an
intent-based solution was
straight-forward for general
metadata. NLP processing
performance is OS-
dependent and the
framework documentation
has pitfalls. Handling
robustness and a posteriori
corrections is challenging.


